Turning up the Volume
on Voice Search

FOREWORD

Last year we produced ‘The Future is Voice Activated, Are You
Ready?’ – a one-stop shop document on voice search, using
proprietary research as a basis.
Since then, we’ve witnessed new devices launch in the connected
home landscape, usage figures increase, and more and more
brands explore their role in the voice space.
That’s why we’ve recommissioned our research to gauge how
attitudes and behaviours in voice activation have changed over the
past 12 months, as well as understand what this means for brands
in 2019.
Voice search is not only changing the way the world searches,
but also what the world is searching for. The industry may have
overestimated its short-term impact, but our research suggests we
are all underestimating its long-term impact.
As a result, our experts have been busy devising an audit to
understand how ready our clients are for voice today, so we can
help them prepare for tomorrow and beyond.

Jack Swayne
MD of iProspect UK
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Understanding where we are today
The 2018 survey

UK
1,155 respondents

Conducted
online,
samples
representative of population in terms
of age and gender

Germany
1,231 respondents

Six multiple choice questions covering
frequency, devices used, behaviours
and current & future product purchase
behaviours

France
877 respondents
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Questions
How often do you use your voice to search or interact
with your electronic devices? (Mobile phone, laptop,
tablet, games console, smart speaker, Amazon Echo or
Google Home)

?

What devices do you use your voice to interact with?

What do you commonly speak to a device to do?

Which types of products have you bought in the last three
months using a voice-enabled digital assistant?

Which types of products would you consider buying using
a voice-enabled digital assistant?

What have you done on a smart speaker, such as Amazon
Echo, Google Home or other voice-enabled speaker?
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Key Findings
25% of the UK and Germany
populations use voice to interact

25

with devices (15% in June 2017)

%

32

Use of voice is higher in France
with 32% of people claiming
to use voice to interact with devices

%

France
has
the
highest
frequency of use with 21% of

21

people using it at least once per day

15

%

15% of people in the UK use voice
at least once per day

%

The most common device to use
voice to interact with remains the
smartphone in the UK, France
and Germany (60%, 71% and 78%
respectively)
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27

Of those who use voice, 27% do so

with a Smart Speaker, Amazon
Echo or Google Home

%

Most commonly, people use voice to
answer general questions (UK
41%, France 32%, Germany 40%), get
news or weather (UK 34%, France
43%, Germany, 28%) and perform
actions like playing music (UK
36%, France 19%, Germany 30%)

43

In the UK, 43% of people who use
voice have done so to purchase a

%

product in the last 3 months

In the UK, 8% of people who use
voice have used a skill or action

8

from a brand

%

5

It’s here to stay
It’s natural

Here’s why
voice matters

It’s personal
It’s everywhere
It’s changing brand comms
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It’s here to stay

26

%

Voice isn’t a fad, or just a phase. Over the
past 12 months we’ve seen voice become
more mainstream, with all the big players
(Google, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft)
running advertising campaigns featuring
voice activation, and further tech brands
citing voice as being at the heart of so
many developments.

of the UK and German
population use voice to
interact with devices (France
is even higher at 32%)
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With this in mind, it’s not a surprise to see
that usage across the UK’s population is up
from this time last year.

%

of people are using voice
interactions at least once a day
(France is higher again at 21%)
Source: iProspect Survey, June 2018
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% who currently own / plan to purchase
a voice-controlled smart speaker

The prevalence of voice has a lot to do
with the rollout of more enabled devices.
Mobile has always had the strongest scale,
with smartphone penetration reaching 78%
in H1 20181 but we’re now also at a tipping
point for smart home devices.
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Whilst Amazon has traditionally kept the
sales data for Alexa-enabled devices close
to its chest, chief executive Jeff Bezos
was forthcoming in his statement on its
annual results in July, focusing on Alexa’s
success and what it meant for the future of
the Amazon’s business.

%

currently use

Initially, sales of smart home devices, like
Amazon Echo or Google Home, were driven
by younger early-adopting audiences with
a higher disposable income. Since entering
the fourth year on sale, however, interest
has outlived the hype and the approach
taken by Amazon and Google has been to
convince a wider customer base that these
devices are essential across all aspects of
life – not just a nice-to-have piece of tech.

Sources: 1. Communications Market Report 2018, Ofcom, August 2018

34

%

planning to purchase
Source: iProspect Survey, June 2018
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It’s natural
Perhaps the biggest driver in the uptake of voice activation is that it’s a
natural behaviour. As humans, we learn to talk before we can type. We can
speak more words per minute than we can type. Spoken word is our go-to
communication method.
Our research this year follows the same trend as last year – quick and easy
tasks that feel like natural conversations, such as general questions or
updates on the news or weather, are the most common usage of voice.
...to answer a general question:

41%

32%

40%

43%

28%

...to get news or weather

34%
Source: iProspect Survey, June 2018
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Mobile still leads the way as a vehicle for
voice activation across the board, again
perhaps because it feels more natural. In
the UK, 60% of people who use voice with
a device do so with their smartphone, rising
to 71% and 78% in France and Germany
respectively1.
With this in mind, it is no surprise that
advertising for Google Home and Amazon
Alexa has focused on placing their devices
in natural and everyday home situations.

Sources: 1. iProspect Survey, June 2018

It’s personal
Historically, one of the biggest barriers to mass uptake of voice has been cited
as the accuracy (think Siri back in 2011). In the past two years, however, we’ve
reached a point where the A.I. and devices that power voice are advanced enough
to act as our true personal assistants, helping us carry out simple tasks around the
home or whilst we’re on the move.

PLAYED MUSIC
LISTENED TO A NEWS
BRIEFING

MADE A PHONE CALL

BOOKED A TAXI

ORDERED A
TAKEAWAY

18.5%
15.5%
5.9%
4.5%

Source: iProspect Survey, June 2018
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37.0 %

Whilst there’s a level of simplicity to these actions, it’s clear that users
are relying on voice to remove a level of tedium from tasks and to
exert control over their lifestyle.

Most
intergrated

More natural
interactions

Most
assistive

Technological advancements

Voice able
to predict
Innovation
devices with
voice

Voice
output
imitates
human like
experience
Complex
conversation
architectures

Voice +
visual
assistant

Voice

More
natural
user-AI
interaction

disembodied
from a device

needs

Voice
automated
data
protection

Voice part
of UI’s
ecosystem

Voice
integrated
into more
devices

Next 2 years

Voice + AR
+ VR

input and

3-5 years

Source: Finding Your Voice, IAB, July 2018
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5+ years

Research conducted by the IAB and
Ipsos found that one of the key consumer
needs of a utopian voice landscape
would be keeping me safe and in
control. As the technology continues to
advance and become more integrated in
multiple devices and touchpoints across
a person’s home and lifestyle, the ask
here is only going to increase.
Voice provides a potential connection
between the Internet of Things and
personal needs and motivations – that
puts it into a new bracket in terms of
communication interactions.

It’s everywhere

We’re already using voice on the
go through our mobiles and in the
home but the next big step for voice
activation is the distillation of the
technology and, thus, behaviours
into new parts of everyday life.
Amazon has been very clear that this
is a huge part of its growth strategy
for the Alexa system. By making
its developer platform open source,
it has already seen the number of
Alexa-enabled devices more than
triple in the past year1.

Sources: 1. Amazon INC Financial Results PR, July 2018
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Our partners are creating
a wide variety of new
Alexa-enabled devices
and experiences, including
soundbars from Polk and
Sonos, headphones from
Jabra, smart home devices
from ecobee and First Alert,
Windows 10 PCs from Acer,
HP, and Lenovo, and cars
from automakers including
BMW, Ford, and Toyota.

- Jeff Bezos

This means that behaviours will start to change
as new parts of life become voice-enabled.

With interactions still focused on utility – taxi bookings and takeaway
orders are now being made with voice – to drive stronger brand affinity and
stronger relationships, brands need to consider how skills and actions deliver
utility for consumers. In doing so, businesses need to consider how they
communicate and differentiate their identity and values in voice environments.
Brands that already have distinct sonic branding, like Apple, Intel and Netflix,
will already have the advantage. Success will come from pairing utility with
creative conversational design.

There is also significant opportunity for brands to own the space and create new
relationships with consumers by answering the queries 41% of people1 use voice
to ask. By creating conversational content, and optimising content for voice,
there is a unique opportunity for brands to be the single audio answer for many
of the how, what, where and why questions that are searched for every day.

Source: 1. iProspect Survey, June 2018

It’s going to
change the nature
of brand comms

Voice users are searching differently

Since voice started to become more
prevalent, the first noticeable difference
it had was on search trends.
The number of search queries starting
with ‘who, what, where or how’ has
increased by 9% since 20151. And
spoken queries tend to be much
longer tail as people revert to natural

conversational habits.

What this means for brands
Brands need to think differently
about the type of content they’re
producing and how it is structured
to answer detailed queries, not
just one-word searches.

Sources: 1. Google Trends, August 2018,
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Technology is permeating
new life moments
41.4% of people have their smart

speakers in the kitchen, with another

45.9% in the main living space and
36.8% in the bedroom1.
Previously, branded communications
in these spaces have relied on visual
elements (TV, print or digital) or have
been primarily a push audio channel
(radio). Voice interactions are two-way
by nature and much more of a pull
channel.

What this means for brands
There is a great opportunity for
brands to be present in spaces
where they may not have had a
presence previously, enabling
them to accommodate new types of
audience motivations.

Sources: 1. TechCrunch, Mar 2018,
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New types of brand experiences

In the UK, 8% of people who use
voice have used a skill or action from a
brand1.
Delivering
an
engaging
voice
experience will be new to a lot of
brands that haven’t previously had an
audio brand presence. They will have to
think differently about how they come
across in a non-visual manner, as well as

how content will be consumed.

What this means for brands
This is going to be increasingly more
relevant when writing website copy
that could potentially be read aloud
in someone’s home or through a
mobile device.

Sources: 1. iProspect Survey, June 2018,
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The pressure is on to win

With reduced visual displays returning
fewer search options (or no visual
element at all) being the result of choice
in the voice landscape will be all about
being number one.
This will create more competition for
brands, and mean that brand sites will
increasingly have to fight with the likes
of Wikipedia to ensure discoverability.

What this means for brands
Brands will need to ensure they are

prioritising the most important
queries and potential consumer

questions when getting ready for
voice.
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What does this mean for brands?
Voice users are
searching differently

Technology is permeating
new life moments

Brands need to think differently
about the type of content they’re
producing and how it is structured
to answer detailed queries, not just
one-word searches.

There is a great opportunity for
brands to be present in spaces
where they may not have had a
presence previously, enabling them
to accommodate new types of
audience motivations. 

New types of
brand experiences

The pressure
is on to win

This is going to be increasingly more
relevant when writing website copy
that could potentially be read aloud
in someone’s home or through a
mobile device.

Brands will need to ensure they
are prioritising the most important
queries and potential consumer
questions when getting ready for
voice. 

Brands need to be delivering UTILITY
in the most RELEVANT manner with a
focus on the CONVERSATIONAL
22

How to win in
voice search

Brands need to be
delivering UTILITY in
the most RELEVANT
manner with a focus on the

DATA

CONTENT

Understanding where
the opportunities lie

Getting content right
for conversation as
well as copy

CONVERSATIONAL

UX

ECOMMERCE

New brand
experiences require
new usability thinking

Getting ready for full
ecommerce adoption
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Understanding where
opportunities lie with data
What’s the longtail?: Ensure your organic and paid keyword
strategies don’t ignore the longtail terms that would have
been deemed too small in volume not long ago.

Data should always be the starting
point of any digital campaign
and this is no different for voice
readiness.
Brands need to understand how
and why customers are talking
with them and what information
they’re looking for.
While it isn’t possible to get
data out of platforms like
Google Adwords or current
analytics packages, there are
plenty of sources that can inform
and direct where brands should
be focusing their voice efforts.

Examining the question words: When putting together
keyword strategies, look at the question words being used
in relation to your products or services to inform which answers
customers or potential customers are looking for.
Analysing current content performance: Use your site

analytics to examine which content pages get the most
traffic currently onsite, especially from mobile devices. This can
reveal the most relevant queries you need to be prepared to
answer vocally.

FAQs shouldn’t be forgotten: The same can be said of
your FAQ pages. If a question is considered frequently asked,
understand that it is likely to be one that people will ask
through voice search or a smart speaker.
Don’t forget other conversational points: As voice search
is essentially a conversation, explore other sources where
customers can talk to you. This might involve looking at social
comments or even speaking to staff in stores or front-of-house
roles to see what questions are being asked in person.
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Getting content right for conversation
as well as copy
Communicating your service: Given that most voice users
are adopting the technology for more functional, utilitarian
purposes, it’s essential you ensure that your content answers
a need or provides a service.
Having a voice: Voice is a new frontier for some brands and
when moving into this space it’s important to think about how
you want to be projected when there are no visual cues for
branding. This includes thinking about tone of voice and choice
of language.
Content has become the most
important part of SEO strategy
over the last five years and this is
no different for voice.
Getting your content approach
right for voice is all about
answering the questions and
queries that people have and
making sure that those content
pieces are discoverable by the
right platforms.
This is nothing new; it’s just a new
way of thinking about old tactics.

Getting the structure right: Use semantic mark-up and

structured data to make your content more discoverable
by the search engine. Featured snippets are also imperative
to guarantee rich content is surfaced. Content that answers
a specific question, and uses heading tags and ordered lists
correctly, is more likely to get surfaced by voice.

Working with partners: Some brands may not have an

obvious role in the voice landscape, so you may want to rely
on partners who can answer direct queries or questions to
amplify your messaging.

Don’t forget your feeds: Whilst currently not a huge part

of voice activation, the retail functionality is growing. Brands
operating in retail should invest in inventory feeds, which also
include stock levels for those using voice to research.
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New brand experiences require new
Usability thinking
Mobile site speed: One of the most obvious mobile UX

components is speed. Sites that don’t load quickly will struggle
to rank well in the SERPs, affecting how likely it will be used
for voice search (75% of voice search results rank in the top
three for that query1). Benchmark your own site regularly
using iProspect’s Performance UX tool, and engage in onsite
technical developments.

As well as content, site
optimisation has a key role to
play in ensuring your brand
is discoverable for voice, and
requires usability to be thought
about slightly differently.
Whilst the brand website might
not initially be the immediate
output of a voice search, it relies
on the website and there will
also always be need for visual
elements to particular searches
or user journeys.

Sources: 1 Search Engine Land
2 iProspect Survey, June 2018

Voice versus visuals: As voice becomes more prevalent,
people’s reliance on imagery and visuals will shift to allow audio
to take a role. This doesn’t mean that there is no place for
visual results, however. Particularly when thinking about mobile
results, ensure your images are tagged and optimised to
feature alongside featured snippets.
Thinking local: iProspect’s research found that 14% of people

who use voice commonly do so to find a store location2,
and with more automotive manufacturers integrating voice
technology this will only increase. If you have a physical store or
outlet locations, make sure that Local SEO is a key of part of
your marketing strategy and keep listings up-to-date.

Promoting your skills: Amazon skills or Google Home

actions need to be discoverable for users before they become
habit for the customer and a driver of regular engagement for
your brand. Skills can be promoted through paid media, but it’s
important to invest time in storefront optimisation as you would
with the App or Play store. Include thorough descriptions and
encourage reviews.
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Getting ready for full
ecommerce adoption

Ecommerce through voice is still
very much in its infancy but our
research shows that the appetite
is there and those already using
voice are using it throughout the
purchase journey. In the UK, 43%
of people who use voice have
done so to purchase a product in
the last three months1.
We can expect ecommerce
opportunities that use voice to
grow over the next 12 months
but there are certain things
brands can be getting right now
to ensure they are first in line.

Sources: 1. iProspect Survey, June 2018,

Amazon optimisation: The biggest opportunity for
ecommerce integration with voice presently is purchase through
Amazon for those using an Alexa-enabled device. Product
pages on Amazon can be optimised to improve visibility within
Amazon search results, which will increase the likelihood of
Amazon defaulting to these products for purchase. Review your
product page content regularly and ensure that headers and
descriptions are optimised like you would for website content.
Optimising feeds: Having well-optimised product feeds

if you’re a retail site is going to be increasingly important as
more formats and ecommerce options come into voice search.
Be certain that your feeds are up-to-date and contain as
much information as possible. In the UK, people are more
than twice as likely to use voice to conduct product research
on a smartphone than a smart speaker1, so we can assume
shopping ads will be of utmost importance.

Future of paid opportunities: There is a lot of speculation
about when paid opportunities and advertising formats will
become a bigger part of the voice landscape, but the majority
predict it will be retail and shopping ads which will be the first
foray. Make sure you’re working closely with your PPC team
to stay abreast of the latest developments in this area.
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How ready are you
for Voice Activation?

Introducing
the Voice Audit
To ensure all our clients are ready for voice
and benefiting from this shift in brand
communications, we have created the Voice
Audit. The audit assesses levels of current
readiness and inform plans of action to be
voice-first.
The Voice Audit covers three main areas we
believe are the most important for brands
to get right:

1

Keyword Coverage

2

Content

3

Site Health & Usability
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Factors we’ve assessed
Central to being ready for voice is your SEO
strategy. In reality, none of the elements that
will affect your presence in the voice landscape
are totally new; they are more of an evolution of
time-old content creation and site optimisation
techniques that we have been working with for
years.

Voice Readiness
Keyboard
Coverage

Our audit starts with the keyword coverage
of brands for longtail and question keywords,
and whether they are currently visible in answer
boxes and featured snippets.

Content

The next stage is assessing the current content
on site to understand whether it is fit for purpose
in a world of voice. This includes looking at the
use of question words like ‘how, where and
what’, the presence of structured mark-up, and
hygiene content factors like optimised meta
descriptions.

Visibility for answer boxes
Longtail ranking positions

Sufficient word count
Use of summaries

Use of HTML list tags
Social engagement

Site Health
& Usability

Finally, we know that site health and usability,
particularly on mobile site health, is going to be
increasingly important as more brands fight for
the top spots in voice discovery. These factors
are all elements that should be part of your
current technical SEO strategy – it’s just about
deploying them in new ways.
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Domain Authority
Secure Website
Site speed
Internal linking
Image optimisation

Key Takeaways

1

Understand what your

customers want from voice

2

Think about how your services
can provide a utility

3

Get your content created and
structured to be ‘voice fit’

4

Look after site hygiene

5
32

Ensure your inventory feeds
are optimised
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Contact us:
findoutmore@iprospect.com

